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Abstract
Water management is one of the key factors in Proton Exchange Fuel Cell
(PEFC) performance. The water produced within the fuel cell is evacuated
through the gas channels, but at high current densities water can block the
channel, thus limiting the current density generated in the fuel cell. A semi-
analytical model of a water droplet emerging from a gas diffusion layer pore in
a PEFC channel is developed. The transient model contains a detailed adhesion
and drag force estimation model. Results show that the predicted values for both
drag and surface tension force are higher than the results found in literature.
The results for the detachment force are consistent with the experimental data
available. Higher air velocity values lead to more deformation of the droplet and
oscillation with lower frequency but higher amplitude. Similar effects have been
identified when the liquid mass flow is increased, leading to faster detachment
of the droplet.
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1. Introduction
Water management is a key limiting factor of PEFCs performance [1]. Water
and heat are produced in the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in the cathode
catalyst layer (CL) of the PEM fuel cell. A fraction of this water is used to
humidify the membrane and the exceeding water has to be evacuated through
the pores of the gas diffusion layer (GDL). When it emerges from the pores
into the gas channels it may form droplets, films or slug flow depending on the
working conditions [2]. The present study improves previous models used to
understand the formation of droplets on the GDL surface [3], [4], [5], [1], [6], [7].
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Chen et al. [3] published an analytical model of a water droplet in a PEFC
cathode channel based on a macroscopic force balance. This study was the first
to study a water droplet subjected to an airflow and laying on a porous surface
[3]. The analytical study was steady-state since it was based on the equilibrium
of the forces acting on the droplet. The main drawback of the model was that
it did not take into account the effect of pinning and that the study was steady-
state.
Kumbur et al. [8] developed a model of a water droplet in the flow channel
of a PEFC in order to predict its detachment. By means of an experiment, they
found a model that related the content of Teflon in the GDL surface and the
surface tension. They improved Chen’s work but they still could not characterize
the droplet geometry, the drag coefficient or the area coverage of the GDL
surface. This study was also steady-state, so no transient analytical model was
yet developed.
An exhaustive analysis of the static and dynamic shape of the water droplet
was done by Esposito et al. [9]. This study improved upon the previous models
by providing a consistent analytical model that accounted for the effects of the
forces on the droplet as a function of time. Their predictions did not agree well
with their own experimental results, probably due to the approximation of the
drag coefficient since the drag of a free spherical particle immersed in a fluid
was used [9].
An extension of the study done by Chen et al. [3] was done by Cho et al.
[10]. The authors showed different plots regarding the force components acting
on the droplet, the droplet shape change and the detachment velocity. Despite
the characterization of the droplet deformation, the authors did not accurately
identify the deformed shape of the droplet and the evolution of the contact line
with the GDL surface.
In addition to the analytical models above, researchers have also studied
droplet dynamics using numerical methods. A two-dimensional numerical sim-
ulation was developed by Zhu et al. [7] using the Volume of Fluid (VOF)
method [11]. Theodorakakos et al. [4] developed a numerical simulation of a
droplet deformed by an airflow laying on the GDL surface. The results gave
accurate plots of the deformed shape of the droplet at different time steps. Zhu
et al. [1] also developed a three-dimensional numerical simulation. It was an
extension of their previous work and it was closer to the actual case since more
parameters were taken into account. Results showed that water removal was
achieved with a hydrophobic GDL surface. VOF models, even though they are
very accurate, are time consuming and difficult to integrate with full Membrane
Electrode Assembly (MEA) models.
This article presents a semi-analytical model of droplet dynamics on the
GDL surface of a PEFC. An analytical approach is used because it can be
easily integrated with an MEA model. The main contribution of this work is
to develop an analytical model that includes the following improved physical
descriptions:
a) the adhesion force is obtained using the formula proposed by Extrand et
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Figure 1: Droplet emerging on the GDL surface subjected to the drag and adhesion forces
al. [12], which can be used to obtain the adhesion force for any geometry.
b) an expression for CD based on CFD simulations of the droplet geometry
under study is used.
c) an improved characterization of the droplet deformed geometry is used.
2. Governing equations
The following model assumes that gravity and viscous effects are negligible
compared to the surface tension force. Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the
studied problem. A water droplet emerges from a pore into a channel with a
constant volume flow Q˙. The air flows with a fully developed velocity profile
and an average velocity of umean. As the air flows around the droplet, it exerts
a drag force, Fdrag, on the droplet surface, which tends to deform it. Since this
force breaks the droplet equilibrium, the adhesion force acts on the opposite
direction of the air drag, thus taking the droplet to a new equilibrium state.
This unbalance of the droplet leads to droplet oscillations.
This problem should be modelled with a transient model since the equilib-
rium state depends on the previous state of the droplet. The equation that
characterizes the balance of forces acting on the droplet is Newton’s second law
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applied to the x-coordinate of the droplet center of mass,
m
d2xCM
dt2
= Fadh − Fdrag (1)
where m is the mass of the droplet and is a function of time, xCM is the x-
coordinate of the center of mass and Fadh and Fdrag are the adhesion and drag
forces, respectively. These forces are described by the following equations,
Fdrag =
1
2
ρairu
2
airCDA (2)
and
Fadh = −γ
∫ l
0
cos (θ(l)) cos (ψ(l)) dl (3)
where ρair is the air density, CD is the drag coefficient, A is the frontal projected
area of the droplet and γ is the surface tension between the air and the water.
Equation (3) is the analytical expression for the adhesion force given by Extrand
et al. [12]. This equation will be further discussed in the following sections, as
well as the geometry and the dynamic models of the droplet.
3. Droplet geometry model
The droplet geometry and forces acting on the droplet are fully coupled, so
it is vital to have the geometry of the droplet well characterized. In the model
above, there are several parameters that define the geometry of the droplet
such as the advancing and receding angles, the frontal area and the droplet
thickness. In order to develop analytical expressions for the geometry of the
droplet, the droplet is idealized as a semi-spherical cap together with a cone
shape to model pinning [9], and these parameters can be obtained as a function
of the droplet volume. Even though the idealized geometry cannot represent
the complex geometries that might form, e.g. slugs, it contains mechanisms to
account for pinning and contact angle hysteresis. This idealized geometry model
is based on the one developed by Esposito et al. [9] with several corrections and
improvements.
The geometry model uses the water volume flow Q˙ and an initial chord
length c (distance AB in Figure 1) as input parameters to obtain the rest of
the variables at every time step. Considering a constant chord and a constant
area of the middle section for every deformation state, it is possible to find
an expression of the chord length c of the droplet as a function of the contact
angles:
c =
R
sinθR
(1 + sinθAsinθR − cosθAcosθR) (4)
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and also an expression for the middle section area of the droplet,
A = R
2
2sinθR
(
[θA + θR − sin2θA + sin∆] sinθR + 4sin3
(
∆
2
)
sin
(
θA+θR
2
))
(5)
where ∆ = θA − θR is the contact angle hysteresis. The equations of the
droplet height and perimeter are shown below:
h = R (1− cosθA) (6)
P = R (θA + θR) +
2Rsinβ2
sinθR
sin
(
θR +
β
2
)
(7)
More details about the formulation can be found in the ESDLab web page
[13]. Using the model hypotheses together with equations (4) and (5), it is also
possible to derive an implicit equation that relates both advancing and receding
angles:
K3
4
=
sinθR
2K22
·K1 −→ K22 ·K3 − 2sinθR ·K1 = 0 (8)
where:
K1 =
(
(θA + θR − sin2θA + sin (∆)) sinθR + 4sin3
(
∆
2
)
sin
(
θA+θR
2
))
(9)
K2 = 1 + sinθAsinθR − cosθAcosθR (10)
K3 =
1
sin2θS
(
θS − sin2θS
2
)
(11)
Equation (8) does not depend on the droplet size. Since it is impossible to
find an explicit equation for the receding angle, a fitting function needs to be
found in order to have an expression for this magnitude. A single expression to
fit all the values of the receding angle would introduce a high estimation error
for values of the advancing angle close to θS because from θA = 2.39 to 2.43
rad (values close to the static angle), the receding angle drops quickly, whereas
from 2.43 to pi, θR decreases almost linearly.
Using equation (8), a set of 200 values has been generated to estimate a
fitting curve in each interval, giving θA values from 2.39 rad to pi with an
increment of 0.005 rad. Therefore, two different equations are proposed to
estimate the receding angle based on the advancing angle. Both equations have
been found using the commercial software CurveExpert Basic, which uses the
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Table 1: Constants used in the fitting curve of the advancing and receding angles relationship
θA a b c d
[2.39, 2.43) -0.5771 0.2414 -0.9432 0.2195
[2.43, pi] -1.5154 0.6500 -1.1679 0.3164
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to perform nonlinear regression. Using this
fitting curve software, the best curve for both cases is:
θR =
a+ bθA
1 + cθA + dθ2A
(12)
where the constants a, b, c and d have the values shown in Table 1.
In both cases, the Coefficient of DeterminationR2 is higher than 0.999, which
means that the proposed functions have an excellent fit with the numerical data.
4. Droplet dynamics model
As shown in (1), the deformation of the droplet depends on the surface
tension and drag forces.
4.1. Drag coefficient model
The effects of the droplet height and its contact angle hysteresis on the drag
force have been studied by performing Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
simulations of a rectangular channel with different droplet geometries (i.e., mod-
ifying the size and the shape) and different flow conditions. The simulations were
performed in 3D using Kratos1, considering a cross-sectional area of the channel
with the same value for both height and width. Two examples of the droplet
geometries used in the numerical simulations are shown in Fig. 2.
In the simulations, the computational domain is a channel with a squared
cross-sectional area of 1 mm per side and 50 mm long. The simulations have
been done considering that the air is flowing in steady-state with a fully devel-
oped laminar profile for the velocity and an average value of uair (Table 2 in
Section 4.3). The governing equations for the air’s velocity and pressure are the
stabilized continuum and momentum equations [15]. The boundary conditions
are the following:
• Dirichlet boundary condition for the velocity at the inlet; fully developed
laminar profile with average velocity uair.
• Neumann boundary condition for the pressure at the outlet, i.e. no viscous
stress (open boundary).
• No slip boundary condition to the rest of the walls and the droplet.
1Kratos Multi-Physics System is a C++ object oriented FE framework [14]
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Figure 2: Static (left) and dynamic (right) droplet geometries used in the numerical analysis
of the drag force
The droplet has been characterized as an obstacle laying on the channel floor.
The channel has been meshed using 500000 elements (P1+P1 tetrahedrals) and
solved using the iterative solver BICGSTAB. The nonlinearity in momentum
equation is solved using the Newton-Raphson method. The drag force has been
computed as the sum of the pressure drag and the viscous drag.
For droplet height to channel height ratios below 10% the flow conditions
inside the channel are not affected by the droplet and the drag force only depends
on the droplet geometry. In this case, the drag force can be approximated
using equation (2), where the drag coefficient CD is only a function of droplet
parameters, i.e. the Reynolds number with characteristic length the height of
the droplet, h, and hysteresis contact angle, ∆. Using CFD simulations, the
drag coefficient is found to be
CD = 18.4− 0.777Reh − 0.772∆ (13)
To obtain the coefficients for the equation above, simulations where per-
formed and statistical regression showed that the three coefficients included in
the model have p-values lower than 0.001, and thus they are statistically sig-
nificant in the model. Simulations with different channel heights and different
fluid properties were performed and the equation is shown to hold.
For droplet height to channel height ratios above 10%, the flow conditions
in the channel are affected by the droplet. In this case, both droplet height and
height of the channel influence the results. Furthermore, since the drag depends
not only on the drop, equation (2) cannot be used. Several simulations were
performed in this case and it was found that the drag force (expressed in µN)
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could be approximated by:
Fdrag = 5.81− 4.82ReH-h + 1.67Re2H-h − 0.29Re3H-h+
+0.03Re4H-h − 8.66× 10−4 ·Re5H-h − 1.43∆e−0.959ReH-h
(14)
The exponential term in equation (14) means that the difference between the
static and deformed cases increases as H − h decreases. The coefficients from
equation (14) were obtained by running simulations with air fluid properties,
droplet heights from 0.01 to 8 mm and channel geometries from 0.1 to 10 mm.
In order to estimate the generality of the equation, different fluid properties
were also studied. Results showed that the drag force obtained from the CFD
simulation and the one predicted from the equation above differed by less than
1%.
4.2. Adhesion force model
The surface tension force acts on the droplet when the droplet is taken away
from its resting position. The force is proportional to the droplet deformation.
Celestini and Kofman (2006) stated that this restoring force can be expressed
as [16]:
FST = −γ∆S
dx
(15)
where γ is the water surface tension, ∆S is the surface variation due to the
deformation and dx is the displacement of the center of mass from its original
position. Even though this form of the surface tension is very intuitive, it is
an approximation of the actual phenomena. Moreover, the spring model can be
misunderstood since the spring force acts on the center of mass, whereas the
adhesion force is applied at the contact line with the surface. Thus, in this work
the adhesion force of the droplet is computed numerically using equation (3)
[12], where θ is the contact angle and ψ is the angle between the surface tension
force in the xy plane and the x axis, as shown in Figure 3.
This expression is integrated numerically to obtain the approximated value
of the adhesion force at every deformation state [17]. As Antonini et al. showed
in their work [17], for hydrophobic surfaces with static contact angle greater
than 90◦ the contact line of a deformed droplet can be described as a double
ellipse. The proposed model considers that the y semi-radius remains constant
for the two ellipses, and the sum of the two x semi-radii is equal to the droplet
chord. Using the geometry and numerical integration, equation (3) is solved
at every time step. In our model, the contact angle distribution in every semi-
ellipse has been considered linear with respect to the x direction, going from
the value of the static contact angle to the value of the advancing or receding
angle in each case.
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Figure 3: Deformed shape of the contact line
Table 2: Parameters used in the simulation
Variable Symbol Value Units
Initial chord c0 0.07 mm
Water flow rate Q 0.047 µl s−1
Water surface tension γ 0.072 N m−1
Water density ρw 1000 kg m
−3
Static contact angle θS 135 deg
Air density ρair 1.205 kg m
−3
Air viscosity µair 1.98 × 10 −5 kg m−1 s−1
Air velocity uair 0.1483 m s
−1
Channel height H 1 mm
4.3. Boundary conditions
In order to solve the differential equation (1), initial conditions must be
imposed for the x-coordinate of the center of mass. Since equation (1) is a second
order differential equation, the following two initial conditions are imposed,
xCM|t=0 =
c0
2
(16)
dxCM
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
= vCM|t=0 = 0 (17)
In other words, at t = 0 the droplet is static. The term c0 refers to the
droplet chord at the beginning of the simulation. The rest of the parameters
used in the simulation are described in Table 2.
The velocity of the air and the water injection rate have been obtained
considering that the fuel cell channel has a 1 mm × 1 mm cross-sectional area
and 5 cm length, the current density is 1 A cm−2 and a stoichiometric rate of
one. Equation (1) and the aforementioned boundary conditions are implemented
in MATLAB and solved using an in-house 4th order Runge-Kutta method.
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Figure 4: Flowchart of the algorithm to solve the dynamic problem
4.4. Geometry and dynamic model integration
Figure 4 shows a flowchart of the algorithm implemented to solve the dy-
namic model. For a known value of the water mass flow Q˙, the volume of the
droplet is obtained. The volume is used with the initial conditions to find the
initial value of the droplet chord and the x-coordinate of the center of mass.
These values are used in the time integration of the dynamic model.
At every time step, the new droplet volume is used to calculate the new chord
length and the x-coordinate of the center of mass. These parameters are used
in the geometrical model to find the contact angles and the rest of geometrical
variables. The forces at the current time step are computed using the known
geometry of the droplet. Then, the force balance results in the x-coordinate
of the center of mass and its velocity at the next time step. This process is
repeated until the final time step is reached.
5. Results and discussion
In this section, the most important results regarding the droplet dynamics
are displayed. The total time of the simulation is 1s, using a droplet that grows
constantly. The velocity of the air flowing around the droplet is 0.1483 m s−1
(Table 2). The time step size chosen for this simulation is 10−4s, and the total
computational time is about 2 min.
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5.1. Validation
The semi-analytical model is validated by reproducing several experiments.
Milne et al. [18] measured the critical drag force needed to detach a sessile
droplet from a hydrophobic surface. Different droplet volumes were considered
in order to obtain a relationship between volume and critical drag force. The
experiment is reproduced here by first computing the droplet geometry for every
volume, setting a value of 0 for the water injection rate (Q˙ = 0) and increasing
the velocity of the air until the detachment condition is fulfilled. According to
Milne’s work, the droplet detaches when the contact angle hysteresis is greater
than 30 degrees [18] (results obtained for a GDL surface with Teflon). The drag
force when the droplet detaches is easily obtained from either equation (2) or
(14). Figure 5 (a) shows the comparison between the experimental results from
Milne, the predicted values with the proposed model, and the values obtained
with the spring model in reference [9].
The values predicted with the current semi-analytical model are in good
agreement with the experimental data. The values obtained with a spring model
largely underpredict the critical drag force. The difference between the exper-
imental data and the predictions from the proposed model is larger at higher
droplet volumes. As the droplet grows, gravity and viscous effects become more
important. In the present model gravity effects are neglected, which can domi-
nate for large droplet sizes. However, the proposed model predicts well the drag
force necessary for droplet detachment for droplet volumes up to 100 µL.
In order to further validate the proposed model predictions, predicted droplet
size before detachment is compared to the experimental results reported by
Zhang et al. [19]. Zhang et al. [19] measured the droplet size before detach-
ment for droplets at different air velocity. In the simulations, the air velocity is
fixed and the droplet is allowed to grow until detachment takes place. Detach-
ment occurs when the transient hysteresis angle reaches 30 degrees. Figure 5
(b) compares the experimental data in reference [19] and the predicted droplet
size according to the proposed model, using Milne’s conditions for the critical
hysteresis angle. Results obtained are in good agreement with the experimental
data in reference [18] Both results have the same tendency: the higher the air
velocity, the lower the critical droplet diameter. Thus, the critical hysteresis
angle can be taken as 30◦.
5.2. Evolution of the center of mass, hysteresis angle and forces
Figure 6(a) shows the effect of air velocity on the droplet center of mass for
a droplet in a 1 mm × 1 mm rectangular channel typical of a fuel cell. For
large flow rates, the center of mass position is well below the center of mass of
the static droplet indicating that the center of mass approaches the advancing
contact point (see point B in Figure 1). When the velocity of the air is 0, the x-
coordinate of the droplet center of mass evolves without almost any oscillation,
as expected. It has been observed, e.g. references [9] [4], that the higher the air
velocity, the bigger the amplitude of the droplet oscillations, i.e. the droplet is
more unstable and is prone to detach from the GDL surface. The frequency of
the oscillations however remains almost constant.
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The green lines correspond to the spring model for the adhesion force pro-
posed in reference [9]. The proposed model predicts higher adhesion forces,
resulting in a stiffer droplet with less deformation. Therefore, the droplet is less
prone to detach from the GDL surface. For both models, results show that for
higher velocities the droplet is more deformed.
Since the two forces acting on the droplet have opposite directions, the center
of mass oscillates during droplet growth. The advancing and receding angles
have oscillations as well, as displayed on Figure 6(b). In this simulation, as
the droplet grows, the drag force deforms the droplet. As the drag increases,
the difference between both angles also increases, which is represented as the
hysteresis angle in 6(b).
The two forces acting on the droplet are responsible for its oscillation. The
bigger the droplet, the greater the drag force. The surface tension force is
modelled using equation (3). The evolution of both forces over time is shown in
Figure 6(c). One can observe that the drag force oscillates with small amplitude
compared to the surface tension force. The main reason is that, for a certain
droplet size, the frontal area does not change much with the oscillation of the
center of mass x-coordinate. The drag force has a quadratic growth due to its
quadratic relationship with the droplet radius.
5.3. Detachment time and force
Using the proposed model, detachment times can be estimated based on the
time it takes for a droplet to reach a critical hysteresis angle. Based on previous
research, e.g. reference [18], it is estimated that a water droplet within airflow
will detach from the surface when the contact angle hysteresis is greater than
30 degrees.
For a droplet in a fuel cell channel, the values in Table 2 are used to predict
detachment while the maximum hysteresis angle is set to 30◦. The proposed
model then predicts detachment after 9.83 s. When the droplet is subjected
to airflow it oscillates and therefore is more prone to detachment. This result
highlights the importance of a transient model for this problem. At high air-
flow rates, droplet geometry and droplet height will be independent of current
density, and drops will not block the channel. However, at low air flow rates
blockage is possible.
The detachment time is a function of the water injection rate [1], [7], [9], [8].
Several simulations have been done considering different values for the water
inflow and two air velocities (u1 = 0.15 ms
−1, u2 = 0.5 ms−1) and the results
are shown in Table 3. These air velocities correspond to the air flow rate for a
stoichiometric ratio of one at two different current densities, 1 A cm−2 and 3 A
cm−2, respectively.
The time values marked with an asterisk (∗) correspond to those cases where
the droplet blocks the channel before detachment. For the different water in-
jection rates and the air flowing at u2 = 0.5 ms
−1, the droplet detaches when
it reaches a critical value of height, independently of liquid flow rate.
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Table 3: Detachment time, height, width, and area covered for different water injection rates
(Q˙) and air velocities (uair)
Q˙ [µl s−1]
tdet [s] Acov [mm
2] h [mm] w [mm]
u1 u2 u1 u2 u1 u2 u1 u2
0.01 49.32∗ 25.19
0.393
0.251
0.853
0.683
1.000
0.8
0.02 24.66∗ 12.58 0.681 0.799
0.04 11.52 6.31 0.376 0.834 0.683 0.978 0.8
0.08 5.31 4.60 0.356 0.812 0.682 0.952 0.8
6. Conclusions
A semi-analytical model of a water droplet emerging from a GDL pore in
a cathode gas channel has been developed. Several numerical simulations have
been done to obtain the value of the drag coefficient for different droplet sizes.
For a droplet height to channel height ratio below 10% the drag coefficient has
a linear relationship with the Reynolds number and hysteresis angle. For a
droplet height to channel height ratio above 10% the drag force has a nonlinear
relationship with the Reynolds number and the contact angle hysteresis.
From the analysis of the drag coefficient it can be concluded that using a
spherical drop drag equation versus Reynolds number leads to underpredicted
values of the drag coefficient and therefore the drag force. The results for the
adhesion force show that the considered equation gives higher results than others
obtained from a spring model [9], [16]. Previous approaches using a spring model
might have underestimated the adhesion force by as much as 50%. A lower value
of the adhesion force means that the droplet oscillates with higher amplitude
but with less frequency.
The value of the critical drag force corresponding to the droplet detachment
is consistent with the experimental data in reference [18]. The detachment
condition from reference [18] has been tested comparing the experimental data
from reference [19]. Results show that the proposed model using a constant
value of the critical hysteresis angle (Milne’s condition) has good agreement
with the experimental results.
The water injection rate study reveals that for low air velocities, the droplet
blocks the channel before detaching the channel surface, whereas for high air
velocities the droplet detaches when it reaches a critical height value. Applying
this model to droplets in a fuel cell channel it has been found that at moderate
flow rates and low airflow velocities droplets are likely to block the channels.
Further, GDL coverage is at least 50% of the cross-sectional area, therefore it
limits gas transport to the GDL.
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Nomenclature
∆S Surface variation of the droplet due to its deformation
∆ Contact angle hysteresis
Q˙ Water volume inflow
γ Air-water surface tension coefficient
µair Air viscosity
ψ Angle between the x− y surface tension force and its x component
ρair Air density
θ Contact angle
θA Advancing contact angle
θR Receding contact angle
A Frontal projected area of the droplet
c Droplet chord length
CD Drag coefficient
dx Displacement of the droplet center of mass in the x direction
Fadh Adhesion force acting on the droplet
Fdrag Adhesion force acting on the droplet
FST Surface tension force
H Channel height
h Droplet height
m Mass of the droplet
P Droplet perimeter
R Droplet radius
ReH-h Reynolds number with the difference H − h as the characteristic
length
Reh Reynolds number with h as the characteristic length
uair Air velocity
vCM Velocity of the droplet center of mass
xCM x-coordinate of the droplet center of mass
y Competitividad.
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